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Part A

l. Using rhe Principte of Mathematical ' sr t | )fnduclion, prove lhat )/ = )nztn+llz for a1 n€Z+

2. Sketch the graphs of )=3-lrl and l= lr-ll in the same diagmm.
Hence or othenvis€, find all real values of .r Mtisfying the inequality lrl+lj _ ll< 3.
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Itrder Nrmb€r

o)

3. Sketch, in an Argand diagrarn, the locus of the points that represent complex numbers z satisfying

Aretz-lr)= -4.-t
llence or otherwise, fnd the minimum value of lz-ll such that Arg(7+34=4.

4. The meffcients d t and xa of the binomial exDansion of
the constant k.

lr' * &f are equal. End the value of
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r - cosl9 |
5. Show that lin . \al=E

'-0 l(x + t) 32

Show that lhe area of the region enclosed by thecurvesy=eb,y=d,,x=O,x=3 and]=0 is

J(l - r) x"ar" uni"
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?. A curve C is given by the parametric eluations r=ln(tanfl and r=sint for !<t<n. ,. _ -
Show that # = cost siDr.

IHuce that fte gradient of the tangent line drawn to the cuve C at the point correspotrding to

-_2n,^ J5|- 
- 

rr--t-.

E. I-et ll be the straight liDe r +, - 5 = 0. Find the equation of the sFaight line l, passing through
the point P=(3,4) and perpendicular to q.

Let C be the point of intersection of ,r and t2. and let R be tbe point on ,2 such that
PQ: QR = | :2. Find the coordinales of R.
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9. l Et P = (1,2\ and Q = (7, l0). Write down the values of the consrants d and , such that the equation
of the circle with points P and O as the ends ofa diameter is S=(i- l)(r-a)+0/- 2)\J I)=O
I,f,;I S'=S+).(4x 3y+2)=0. where 7,€R. Show that the points P and O lie on the circle S'= 0,
and find the value of r. such that this circle passes through the poinr R = (1,4).

10. Show tlatseCr+ 2 seC r ran'+ secrtan2r= ,t'ffi f6rx+ (2n+\!,whereneZ .
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Part B
*- Answer five questions only

11. (a) Iat a, reR. Write down rhe discriminant of the equation 3i-2@+b\x+ab=0 in terms of
a 

^nd 
b, and h€nce, show that the roots of this equation are rea].

lat d. zJtd P be these roots. Write down a + fl and ag in terms of a and ,.
Now, let F=a+2. Show that d,-ar+b2=9 and deduce that lrrl<a/ir. and find b in terms
of a.

(b) lat c(* 0) and d be real numbers, and tet f(r) = S + 4i, + cx + d. The remainder when f(r)
is divided by (-r+ c) is -C. Also, (j-c) is a factor of /(j). Show that c=_2 alld d=_12.

For these values of c and d, find the remainder when /(r) is divided by (_l-4).

12.(a) A committee of six members has to be selected from among the members of two groups, each
having three boys and two girls, such that the number of girls in the comlune€ ts at most two.
Find the number of different such committees that can be formed if,
(i) even number of members ftom each group are to be selected for the commiftee.
(ii) only one girl is to be selected for the committee.

(b) t-Et f(r)= 1 - and U, = (t,+2) - ro*uU'.
(f + l)" (r + r)' (r + 3)z

Show rhar /fr., -/(r+ 2) - 4 U, for r€Z-.

Hence.show lhar )4=,',1. | . | 
-torneZ.

=, 
t.y+ 4(n r2).  (n+ly

) u- rs converyent and nno tts sum,Huce that the infinite series

2nsr _, -tEr tr= z4 rof nt=4-

Show that lim t" =0.
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13.{a1 kt n=l I I 0 l-a
\2 4 -1 )

Find the matrix P defined by P = AB and show that P I do€s not exist for any value of ll.

show rhar ir 
"( ' 

)= t('l. then o - 2.\2) \ri
With this value for a, let Q = P + I, where I is the identity matrix of order 2

Wrire down Q I and find rhe marix R *.fr Lfrr ltt - rl-n = (f qf ' .

(b) IJtz=x+iy,wherc r,)eR. Defne th€ modulus lzl and the conjugale z of 2

Show that (i) zz=lzf ,

<ii) z +z =2Rez ar\d z -, =2ilmz.

t,"rz+tand y,=!2. 5no*rhatRe"= I ''l] -o r,.n,= z-!c+.
t_z | ,l- lt .4.

Show further that if z= cosd+isin(l(O<a<2n),then*= i.otZ.

(c) In an Argand diagram, Jhe points A and B represeDt the complex numbers -3i and 4 resp€ctively

The points C and D lie in the frst quadiant such that,43CD is a rhombus and B,iD = d, where

o = sin ll:l- Find the complex numbers represented by the points C and D.
\2tl

t4.(o) ttt f(x) = l6{i-l) ro, , * t..! .' (-r+ l)'(lx- l) 3

show that /'(r), the derivative o- - -32xl3r-' for x+-l,!.r/{-r). rs gven Dy /rx, - tr*rrl* rf J

Sketch the gr-aph of )=/(t) indicating the asymPtotes and the tuming points.

Using the graph, find the values of freR such that the equation t(t+l)'(3t-l)=t6(t-l)
has exactly one root,

(r) A bottle with a volum€ of 391''cnl is

io be made by removing a disc of iadius
r cm fiom the top face of a closed hollow
dght circular cylinder of radius 3rcm and

height slrcm, and fixing an open hollow
right circular cylinder of Edius rcm and

height ficm, as shown in the fi8ure. It is

given that the total surface area Scm2 of
the bottle is S = Jv (32h+ l7r). find the
value of r such that S is minimum.

5ft cm
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15.(d) (i) Companng the coefficients of ,r2,.rr and ;o, find the values of the constants A, I and C
such that,#(r-l)+Br(i-l)+C(r-l)-Af =l for all r€R.

Hence, write do*n 
,3(,_ DL 

in partial fractions ano nno 
J:I 

dx .

(ii) Using integration by pans, find
f"
I x" cos2r d,.

f xsinr

{ Jt + 
"o.2t

(b) Using the substitution d = tan I (cosr), srro* trrat fl-ffi Ar = zln(r + J-).
J r/l + cos'r
0

tl
Using the formula lI(x)dr= llh r) dr. where d is a conslant, find

J!

16. Lf'L A=(2, 3) and B=(4,5). Find the equations of the lines lr and 12 through the point A

such that the acute angle made by each of the lines lt and 12 with the line ,4, is t.
The points P and O are taken on lr and 12 resp€ctively such that ,4P80 is a square.

Find the equation of PQ, and the coordinates of P and Q.

Also, find the equation of the circle S through the points A, P, B and O.

trt,1>1. Show that the point R=(41,51\ lies outside the circle ^t.

Find the equation of the chord of contact of the tangents drawn from the point R to the circle S.

As ,1(> 1) varies, show that these chords of contact pass through a fixed point.

17. (a) Sofve cos29+cos30=0 for 0<0<1r.

Wdte down cos2d and cos 3d in terms of cosd, and show that

ms20+cos30=4f+2C-3t-1, where t= cos 0.

Hence, write down the thre€ roots of the equation 4f + 2P 3r I = 0 and show that the roots

of the equation 4P-2t-1=O are "o"4 and "o.?.
Deduce thar 

"or34= 
1 6.

(b) Lf,,t ABC be a triangle and let D be the point on BC such that BD:DC=m:n, where

m, n>0. [t is given that B;D = d ar'd DAC = P. Using the Sine Rule for the triangles BAD

and DAC, show th !4L = 
qF{, where b=AC and c=AB.
srn p

Hence, show rhur 'l - " = ,"" l" - 
fj .", f" I P).

mbt nc \ 2 i \ 2 /

(c) show that z t^" ' f) . t"" ' (l) =
q
2
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P{rt A

l. No nard-7 and-t-ofass€s 2m ald m respectively, moving on a smooth horizortal table

along the same straight line towalds each other with the same speed ll, collide direatly. Just aflet

collision, the particle ,4 comes to rest Show that the coefficienl of restiNtion is ; , and that the

magnitude of the impulse exerted on d due to collision is 2mu.

A Danicle is Droiected from a pornt on the horizontal ground' at an atgle o[o'"'i)t trt"

trorizont t, ln,iitr initia speea u=,EgR - *n rc R is the horizontal range of'the proj6Ctile on

the ground. Show that the anSle between the two poasible initial directions of projection is { '

paSe
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A pafticle P of mass m and

of a light inextensible sfring

is released froln rest, with the smng

moves downwards with ac.eleiation

ff the particle P strikes a horizontal frebstic floor with sp€ed t and the particle
-C 

n"to ."*ft", the pulley, fnd the time taken by the porticle I to reach the

maximum height from the instraot when the Particle P struck the floor'

4.

lsee poge lour
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5. In the usual notation, let 3i aid 2i+3j be the position vectots of two points..A-ard B
respectively, with respect to a fixed origin O. tet C be the point on the straight line OB such that
oeA = +. Find od in ierms of i and j.

6. A uniform rod ,4.B of length 2a and weight W, is held in equilibrium
by a light inextensible stdng 8C, and by a hodzonta.l force p
applied at the end,4, as shown in the figure. Given that the rod
makes an angle 45o with the hodzontal, show that angle 0 that
the string BC makes with the horizontal is given by tan0=2.

Find the iension in the string, in this position, in terms of W.

Isee paee fve



7. IrtlandBaretwoevenrsinasamplespaces.Withtheusualnotation,p(D=+,p@)=J4;il
P(AaB)= f. rina rt,l;r), p(A'na) and p(B,lA,), where /, a.nd B, denole compremen ary
ev€nts of A and B respectively.

A bag contains 4 red balls and 3 black balls which are idedtical in all asp€cts except for their
colour. Four balls are drawn from the bag at mndom, one at a time, without replacement. Find
the probabilify thar
(i) the balls dmwn arc of the sarne colour.
(ii) the balls drawn, on any two consecutive dmws are of differenr colous.

[see page si

I
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9. Five poitiv€ iniegers each of which is Iess thart 8, have ealy 6n" mode. Their .*n,.J" arramedian are in the ratios 6:10:5. Find lhes€ five inlesen.

T€mperatue in a certain city was recorded daily
the standard deviation o were calculated as 2g.
that two of the above temperahres have been
laier corected as 25.C and 31.C. Find the
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ll.(d) A lift moving in a mine pit of depth 4d metres begins to move vertically downwards fmm rest
from a point A, at time r = 0. First, it moves a distaice d metres with constant accetemtion

f ms'z, and then it moves with the velocity attained at the end of tha! motion, for another
distance of d metres. The lift then moves the remaining distarce with constant retzrdahon so as
to come to rest exactly at the point B at a distance 4d metres below A.

Sketch the velocity time graph for the morion of the lift.
Hence, find the total time taken by the lift to move down from A to B

(r) A ship is sailing due North with uniform speed u knhr, rerative to earth. Ar a certain instant
a boat Bl is observed at an argle p East of South, from the ship at a distance p km from the
path of the ship. At the same instant, a boat 82 is observed Westward at a dist"nce q km from
the ship. Both boats sail rn straighr line paths, with uniform speed v (> a) km h r relativi to earth,
intending to intercept the ship. skerch in the same diagram, velocity triangres to determrne the
pa$s of lhe boars relative lo eanh

Show rhat lhe palh of lhe boat Br retalive to eanh males an angte p-sin tfasllflwesr of
Nonh, and find the parh of lhe boat B, relalive to eanh. \ " /

L€r P = ; and v = J3r. Show rhar if 342 > 8p2, then the boat Br will intercept the ship before the

boat 82.

12.(a) The tftWzium ABCD such that A, = a nd eAD = f, shown in rhe fi8ure, is a verrrcal cross_
section through the centre of gmvity of a smooth unifoim btock of mass 2n_ The lines AD and BC
are paEllel, and the line AB is a line of greatest slope of the face containing it. The block is placed
with the face containing,4, on a smooth horizontal floor. A panicle p of mass m is placed at the

point,4 and it is given velocity x along,ld. wlere a2 = $, as sno*n in the hgure. Show thar

the ret rdation of P rel ve to the block is ff and find the vjociry of the particle p relative ro rhe

block when the particle P reaches B.

AIso, there is a small hole on the upper face of the block a! the point t on BC such that

^- vja ^ou = Z . Ey consrdenng the moton relative to the block, show that the particle p will fall into
the hole at ,.
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(b) One end of a li8ht inextensible string of length ais aftached to a 6xed point O and the other end

to a particle P of mass m. The particle hangs at rest venically below O, and it is given a horizontal

velocity of magnitude u = Jkag , where 2 < k < 5. Show that, when the string has tumed through

an angfe d and still taut, the speed v of the particle is given by v2 = (k-2) ag + 2ag @s0.

Find the tension in the string, in this position.

Deduce that the string becomes slack when d = d, where cos o =

13. A particle P of mass m is attached to two ends of two equal light elastic strings,
each of natuml length d and modulus mB. The free end of one string is attached to
a fixed point A, and the free end of the other string is aftached to a fixed point B
which is at a distance 4{1 vertically below A. (See the figure.) Show that, with both

stnngs laDr, rhe panicle will be in €quilibrium at a distance 
5f 

Oeto* ,a.

The particle P is now raised to the mid point of AB and is gently rele3sed from
rest in that position. When both strings aJe taut and the length of the string AP is x,

show rhar f +:ql.r +l = 0.

Re-write this equation in the form X+o2X = o, where x =t-! *a .'z =$.
Using the formula *' = r,] (r' -x"\,find the amplitude c of thil motion.

At the instant when the particle P reaches its lowest position, the string PB is cut.

Show that the particle reaches its highest position in the new motion when.r = d

Show further that the total time taken by the particle P to move from its initial position at i= 24,

a disrance a down\.rards. and rhen a dislance ! upwards l. fi*(J-Jt)

3

14.(a) lat OAB be a triangle, , be the mid point of ,4, and E be the mid-point of OD. The
point F fies on OA such Lhat OF I FA=l:2. The position vectors of A and B with resp€ct to O
are a and b respectively. Express the vectors BE and BF in terms of a and b.

Deduce that B, E and F are collinear and find the l'alio BE:EF.

Find the scalar product BF.bF in terms of lal and lbl and show that if lal =3lbl, then

perp€notcut?f to rri.

(r) A system of forces in the Ory-plane consists of three forces 3Pi + 2Pj,2Pi - Pj ar]d -Pi + 2Pj
acting at the points (-a,2a), (0, a) and (--a, 0) resp€ctively, where P and d are positive quantities

measured in newtons and metres, rcspectively Show that the clockwise moment of the system
about the origin O is l2Pa Nm.
Also, show that the system is equivalent to a single resultant force of magnitude 5PN and find
its dlrection and the equation of the line of action.

Now, an extm force is introduced to the system so that lhe new system is equivalent to a couple
with clockwise momelJ.t 24Pa Nm. Find the magnitude, direction and the equation of the line of
action of the extra force.

BF is



15.(d) A uniform rcd AB of weight W and length 2a, has its end A placed on a rough horizontal
ground and the end B against a smooth venlcal wall. The rod lies in a vertical plture

perpendicular to the watl and males an angle d with the horizontal, where ran d = i.
A particle of weight ty is attached to the point C on the rcd with AC = .r. The rod with the particle

is in equilibrium. The coefncient of friction between the rod
7n

Show thal -r < ;.
(r) The framework shown in the adjoining figure is made of

five fight rods AB, BC, AC, CD ard AD freely jointed
at their ends. It is given that M = a, BC =2a, AC = CD
md CAD =30". A load of weight ly hangs at D and the
fmmework is io equilibrium in a vertical plane with AB
horizontal and ,4C vertical, supported by vertical forc€s
P and 0 acting respectively at A and B in the dircctions
indicated in the figure. Find the value of 0, in terms
of w.

Dmw a stress diagram using Bow's notatioD and hence,
find the stresses in the five rods and slate whether these
stresses are tensions or thrusts.

and the ground is ;.

16. Show that the centre of mass of a uniform solid hemisphere of radius ll is at a distance
centre,

A hemrspherical portion of radius zr is carved out from a uniform solid
right circular cylinder of radius a, height a and density p. Now, a uniform
solid hemisphere of radius lt and density ip is fastene.d at ils circular face
to the circular face of the remaining portion of the cylinder, so that the two
axes of symmetry coincide, as shown in the adjoining figure. Show that the
centre of mass of the body ^t thus formed, lies on its axis of symmetry at

,. (l 1,1+ 3)a . ^a dislance 

-42tr 

j from O, lhe cenlre of rhe rim

I''L ), = 2 and let A be a point on the circular rim of the
body S

This body S is kept in equilibrium against a rough vertical
wall by means of a light inextensible string with one end
attached lo lhe point A and the other end to a fixed point
B on the vertical wall. In this equilibrium position, the
axis of syrnmetry S is perpendicular to the wall and
lhe hemrsphericat rface of S touches rhe wajl at the
point C at a distance 3l? vertically below the point B. (See

the adjoining ligure.) The points O, A, B and C he on a
reflical plane perpendicular lo rhe wail.

If I is the coefficient of frjction betw€€n the hemispherical
surface of ,S and the wall, show that I > 3

1-
8- from its

3a

lrLlzolSlnn-II 9
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17.(a) All applic-ants who apply for a cerrain job in ar institute are required to sit for an aptitude
test. Those who obtain A grades in this aptitude test arc selected for the job, and the _rest, of
the applicants have to face an intefliew. In a sufley, it was found Lhat 6OVa of the applicants
get A grades, and of these, 4Oqo are females. From the applicants who face the interview, only
f07o get selected and 70Ea of them are females.

Find the probability that

(i) a male is selected for this job,
(ii) a male who has b€en selected for the iob has obtained an A gmde for the aptitude test.

(r) Waiting times (in minutes) before being treated of 100 patients at a certain hospital are collected.
The following table gives the distribution of values obtained by subtracring 20 minutes from
each of these times and dividing each of the resulting differences by lO.

Range of values Number of patients

2-O 30

0-2 q
2- 4 t)
4-6 10

6-8 5

Estimate the mean and ihe standard deviation of the distribution given in this table.

Hence, estimate the mean I and the standard deviation o of the waitinq times of the l0O

patieDts.

Also, estimate the coefficient of skewness r defined by *= !-!, wher€ M is the mode of
the waiting flmes of the 100 patieDts.


